Metaphor And Figurative Language
metaphor meanings | figurative language worksheets - metaphor meanings figurative language includes
special forms that writers use to help readers make a strong connection to their words. a metaphor is one kind
of figurative language. it makes a direct comparison of two unlike things. you can tell the difference between a
metaphor and a simile because a simile uses the words “like” or “as ... smilie, metaphor, hyperbole,
personification - figurative language! is it… simile metaphor hyperbole personification the daffodils nodded
their yellow heads at the hikers. name that type of figurative language! types of figurative language henry.k12 - figurative language is a tool that an author uses, to help the reader visualize, or see, what is
happening in a story or poem. types of figurative language simile is a comparison using like or as. it usually
compares two unlike objects. example: his feet are as big as boats. feet and boats are being compared.
figurative language test - st. louis public schools - directions: choose the most appropriate type of
figurative language used in the sentences below. 8. the rain falls like the sun, rising upon the mountains. a.
metaphor b. hyperbole c. idiom d. simile 9. the fly buzzed past us. a. personification b. simile c. onomatopoeia
d. alliteration handy handouts - super duper - handy handouts® types of figurative language by becky l.
spivey, m.ed. we use figurative language to describe an object, person, or situation by comparing it to or with
something else. for example, “she is as pretty as a picture” describes or compares a pretty girl to a beautiful
piece of art. figurative language is simply a way to figurative language - bookunitsteacher - figurative
language the passage contains. 2. place one card at a time under a document camera. have students identify
the type of figurative language and then tell what the passage means. discuss why the author chose to phrase
the sentence in this manner. 3. use the cards as examples and then have students write their own lines
figurative language - definitions - figurative language - definitions figurative language enables us to
explore language in new and interesting ways. figurative language is a form of language that uses concrete,
literal images as a base. the concrete image is combined with a startling and seemingly unrelated image to
create something new. alliteration onomatopoeia metaphor simile hyperbole ... - examples of idioms
don't rock the boat-do not cause problemsgoing out on a limb-taking a risk hit the road-leave hit the hay/sackyou are going to go to sleep i'm all ears-ready to listen lend someone a hand-help someone out that is over
her/his head-they don't understand penny pincher-someone who does not spend a lot of money and likes to
buy things cheap name: figurative language worksheet 1 - name: _____ figurative language worksheet 1
directions: read the lines of poetry. slashes represent line breaks. figure out which technique is being used:
simile, metaphor, hyperbole, or personification. in the boxes, explain how you figured out your answer. it is
possible that more than one technique is being used. figurative language - readwritethink - figurative
language alliteration: repeated consonant sounds at the beginning of words. “peter piper picked a peck of
pickled peppers.” assonance: repeated vowel sounds. “the cat sat on the mat.” onomatopoeia: words whose
sound suggests its meaning. “the bees buzzed.” examples of figurative language in poetry - use this
chart to identify figurative language, analyze a poem (or poems), and determine theme. in the left column,
provide a specific example of figurative language from the poem you are reading. in the middle column,
identify the type of figurative language being used (metaphor, simile, personification, hyperbole, allusion,
etc…). language figurative language - walch - figurative language d a i l y w a r m - u p s: f i g u r a t i v e l
a n g u a g e in your dictionary, look up the words literal and denotative, and write their definitions. then look
up the words figurative and connotative, and write their definitions. what is the difference between a literal,
denotative use of language and a figurative ... the speaker is comparing his mind to a puddle. - simile
and metaphor worksheet 1 directions: read each example. determine whether each is a simile or metaphor.
choose your answer and explain which two things are being compared. example: my mind is a puddle in the
street reflecting green. this is an example of... simile / metaphor what two things are being compared?
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